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Resum 
 
 
En alguns casos hi han situacions perilloses on, abans d’enviar un equip humà 
al lloc per treballar-hi, seria millor tenir informació sobre l’escenari, de manera 
que aquest equip es pogués prepara millor. Un exemple d’aquestes situacions 
son els incidents radiològics. 
 
El sistema dissenyat en aquest projecte permet al centre de control obtenir 
informació específica sobre la situació a través d’un UAV. El sistema consisteix 
en una xarxa de sensors en els punts d’interès que recullen les dades 
requerides per enviar-les al centre de control. 
 
Per dissenyar aquest sistema s’ha tingut en compte els protocols a seguir en 
incidents nuclears. El projecte implementa el sistema a la central nuclear 
d’Ascó, a Tarragona, on el protocol a seguir definit pel BOE és el PENTA. 
 
Altres aspectes que treballa aquest projecte són la capacitat dels diferents 
enllaços de comunicació entre els diferents dispositius i el protocol de 
transferència de dades entre aquests. 
 
També, s’ha implementat una interface per controlar tot el sistema, a través de 
la qual el centre de control podrà transmetre comandes cap a l’UAV i rebre 
dades des de aquest.  
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Resumen 
 
 
En algunos casos hay situaciones peligrosas dónde, antes de enviar un equipo 
humano al lugar, sería mejor tener información sobre el escenario a trabajar, 
de manera que el equipo se pudiera preparar con el equipo más apropiado. Un 
ejemplo de estas situaciones son los incidentes radiológicos. 
 
El sistema diseñado en este proyecto perímete al centro de control obtener 
información específica sobre la situación a través de un UAV. El sistema 
consiste en una red de sensores en los puntos de interés que recogen los 
datos requeridos para enviarlos al centro de control.  
 
Para diseñar este sistema se han tenido en cuenta los protocolos a seguir en 
incidentes nucleares. En el proyecto se implementa el sistema en la central 
nuclear de Ascó, en Tarragona, por lo tanto el protocolo a seguir es el PENTA, 
disponible en el BOE. 
 
Otros aspectos que trabaja el proyecto son la capacidad del los diferentes 
enlaces de comunicación entre los diferentes dispositivos y el protocolo de 
transmisión de datos entre éstos. 
 
También, se ha implementado una interface para controlar todo el sistema, a 
través de la cual el centro de control podrá transmitir comando hacia el UAV y 
recibir datos desde éste. 
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Overview 
 
 
In some cases there are dangerous situations where before to send an human 
team to the site would be better have information about the current situation to 
improve the equipment of the this team. Examples of these situations are the  
radiological incidents. 
 
The system design in this project lets to the control center gets specific 
information about the situation through the UAV. The system consists in a 
sensor board network at the points of interest that collect data and the function 
of the UAV is overflies these sensor boards and get the data collected to send 
them to the control center.  
 
To design this system the project has considered de currents radiological 
emergencies protocols. The project implements the system in the nuclear plant 
of Ascó, in Tarragona, so the protocol followed in the PENTA from BOE. 
 
Other aspects that work the project are the communication capacity of the links 
between different devices and the transmission protocol to transfer the data 
between the devices. 
 
Also, in this project has implemented an interface to control all the system, 
through which it the control center can transmit commands to UAV and receive 
data from UAV. 
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1   Chapter 1 - Introduction 
 
CHAPTER 1 - Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
 
In some cases there are dangerous situations where would be better have 
information about the current situation before that a human team goes to the 
site. Examples of these situations are the chemical and radiological incidents. 
 
Currently there are some systems that collect radiological data of the 
environment. The CSN has the REA and the REM system that both collect 
radiological data to his further analysis. 
 
Another way to know information about the current situation is use an UAV to 
monitor the situation.  
 
This system let to the control center get more specific information about the 
situation and can proceed in the best way. 
 
1.2 Objectives 
 
The objectives of his project are the followings: 
 
a) Design a system where the UAV is capable of get radiological 
environment data. 
 
b) Adapt the system to the current radiologic emergency protocol. 
 
c) Design a communication protocol robust capable of solve problems 
during the transmissions.  
 
d) Make an interface capable of control all the system. 
 
The language used in this project is C#, and the radiological emergency 
protocol is from the Spanish government (BOE). 
 
In this design has considered the user interface device that hasn’t been 
implemented. 
 
1.3 File Structures 
 
This file is structured in eight chapters. In the first chapters there are the 
motivations and objectives proposed in this project. In the chapter 2 there is an 
introduction to the radiological emergency protocol and the explication about the 
operation concept of the system and the architecture of this. In the chapter 3 
there is an evaluation of the capacity of each communication channel. 
 
The chapters 4 and 5 are a little presentation of the UAV and sensor board, 
respectively. In them, there are the performances and their utilities for this 
system. 
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In the chapter 6 there is the explication of the user interface. Through this 
interface the user is able to control the mission. In the chapter 7 there is 
explained the communication sequence between all devices and the messages 
used in these communications. The conclusions are explained in the chapter 8. 
 
Finally the file is complemented with a bibliography and two annexes to improve 
the compression of the file’s contents. 
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CHAPTER 2 - Strategy 
 
To adapt better the design of this application in the real situations, the strategy 
has been design in function of the protocols of actuation in each case. In this 
study has used the protocol of the nuclear emergencies of Ascó, a nuclear plant 
in Tarragona. 
 
 
2.1 Emergency protocol  
 
The protocol for nuclear emergencies is defined by CSN (Consejo de Seguridad 
Nuclear). In it, there is all information necessary to deal with the emergency. 
 
The specific name of the protocol for Ascó nuclear central is PENTA (Plan de 
Emergencias Nucleares de Tarragona). The points more interesting for this 
application are the following: 
 
 
2.1.1  Planning zones 
 
The planning zones are defined in function of the protection measures to do in 
the site.  
 
 
2.1.1.1  Zone 0:  Zone under control of the operator. 
 
Is a circular zone with 750 meters of radius where there is the central and their 
lands around and where the emergencies actuations to do are defined in the 
PEI (Interior Emergency Plan) of the central. 
 
 
2.1.1.2 Zone I: Urgent protection measures zone 
 
The zone I is a circumference of 10 Km of radius concentric with the nuclear 
central that include the Zone 0. This area corresponds with the geographic area 
where the main ways of exposition to the radioactivity are the radioactivity in the 
atmosphere and into the ground and the contamination internal by inhalation 
through of the radioactivity of the material emitted during the accident. 
 
This area can be divided in 3 subzones depending of the danger level 
estimated. 
  -Zone IA: Is the circumference concentric with the nuclear plant 
with a radius of 3 Km.   
 
  -Zone IB: Is the circular zone concentric with the nuclear plant and 
between the radius of 5 and 3 Km. 
 
  -Zone IC: Is the circular zone concentric with the nuclear plant and 
between the radius of 5 and 10 Km. 
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2.1.1.3 Zone II: Large duration protection measures zone 
 
This circular zone has a radius of 30 Km and is concentric with the nuclear 
plant. This area corresponds with geographic area where the main ways of 
exposition to the radioactivity are the radioactivity objects on the ground due the 
accident. 
 
These areas can be modified if the metrological conditions are required, for 
example adapting the areas in the wind direction. 
 
 
2.1.2 Center of operative coordination of PENTA (CECOP) 
 
The CECOP of PENTA is the physic site where the PENTA director manages 
and coordinates all the actuations about the nuclear emergency. The CECOP is 
located at the headquarters of the government representative in the province of 
Tarragona. 
 
The CECOP has all the media available and all auxiliary equipment to carry out 
activities to be performed. 
 
 
2.2 Operation Concept 
 
The way to use this system consists of 5 parts: 
 
 -Design of the stage 
 
 -Verify communications 
 
-Place the Sensor Boards 
 
-Design a flight plan  
 
-Maintenance  
 
 
2.2.1 Design of the stage 
 
This part is where the control center evaluates the seriousness of the situation 
and proceeds to design the stage where work. 
 
This design is a map that must have content the situation of the nuclear plant, 
the situation of CECOP, and the different plan zones with his range, the 
possible points with connection with mobile phone network or other networks 
and possible auxiliary points. 
 
Also, the design has content the positions of the place of each sensor boards. 
 
See annex 1. 
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2.2.2 Verify communications 
 
Before of start to use the system, the different communication links between 
devices have to be checked. 
 
The communications links between UAV and Sensor Boards and User Device 
Control using XBee technology, and the link UAV Control Center use the mobile 
phone network. 
  
The CECOP has permission to use any infrastructure of communication, and 
then this infrastructure could be GSM, GRPS or 3G. These technologies are 
enough commons as for find in any stage. 
 
 
2.2.3 Place the Sensor Boards 
 
To do this part is necessary that by any way the sensor boards are in the places 
designed previously. The initial position are calculated by user interface. 
 
The position in the stage design is a theoretical position, but maybe is not 
possible place the sensor board in these sites. In these cases, the positions of 
each sensor boards will be refreshed with the real positions. 
 
 
2.2.4 Design a flight plan 
 
The design of the UAV flight plan is important because in it, there are the 
sensor boards that will be overflown. So, the UAV only will have the data 
collected of theses sensor boards. 
 
Some things to consider in the design of the flight plan are the autonomy of the 
UAV or the time to fly of the flight plan, between others.  
 
Throughout the evolution of the situation, the flight plan could change to adapt 
to the new stage. 
 
 
2.2.5 Maintenance  
 
To use this system for long periods, is required a maintenance.  For example 
the supply of the Sensor Boards could be seriously considered in these 
conditions. In the same way the use of UAV is required very often, it will have 
be recharged enough times. 
 
 
2.3 Architecture 
 
The basic architecture of the system of this application has let us share any 
data with every device, with the exception of between sensor boards. See 
Figure 2.1. 
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The different devices are: 
 
- Sensor board 
 
- UAV 
 
-Control Center 
 
- User Control Device 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. 1 System Architecture 
 
 
Each communication link has some aspects to be considered.  
 
 
Sensor Board ↔ UAV 
 
Through of this link the UAV gets the data collected by Sensor Board.  When 
the UAV overflies the sensor, this will transmit the maximum amount of data 
while the communication is established. 
 
As it’s said before, for long periods of use the autonomy of sensor board is an 
aspect very important. Then, to decrease the energy consumption, the 
transmission power of the link will be low, and therefore also the radius of 
coverage.  
 
 
UAV ↔ Control Center 
 
In the way UAV to Control Center, the data sent will be the data collected by the 
sensor boards, and the other way, the data sent will be the new flight plan. 
 
Unlike the link Sensor Board to UAV, the autonomy of Control Center isn’t 
limiting.  
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Sensor Board ↔ User Control Device 
 
In the case that a human team has to get inside the stage, the team be able to 
use a device to connect to the sensor board and get data from the environment 
in real time. 
 
 
UAV ↔ User Control Device 
 
In the same way, this device could connect with UAV to get more information 
from the others sensor boards or from Control Center. 
 
 
2.4 Radioactivity Effects in electronic devices 
 
The way that the radiation affects the electronic devices is through the alteration 
of the crystal structure of the semiconductor. The radiation penetrates into the 
device and depending of that, the device will change more or less. These 
changes will affect in the normal operation of the device and the bad operation 
of the devices will create difficulties.  
 
There are three type of radiation that can affect electronic devices: 
 
Alpha: This radiation is helium nuclei (4He). 
 
Beta: There are two types of disintegration, beta positive, (one positron 
with one neutrino) and beta negative (one electron with an antineutrino). 
 
Gamma: Is the emission of photon of high frequency. 
 
The alpha radiation is very weak and then this radiation can block with a simple 
paper. The beta radiation can be blocked with an aluminum plate. The gamma 
radiation is the most dangerous for his energy and it’s dampened by lead. 
 
To improve the durability of the sensor board, these would be inside boxes lead, 
without affecting the measures. 
 
According with the study “Radiation Hardening 101: How To Protect Nuclear 
Reactor Electronics” by Dan Fleetwood, the commercial electronics devices can 
survive with dose around 500 – 100 rads when the whole-body limit for radiation 
workers is usually set in the range of 20-50 millisieverts, or 2-5 rads. 
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CHAPTER 3 - Communication Capacity 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
To evaluate the data capacity of the each link communication and the size of 
the data to send, there are involved many variables like the sample time of the 
Sensor Board, the connection time, the number of the rings, the number of 
sensor board, among others. So, if we change any of these variables, the 
capacity will change. 
 
To estimate the communication capacity of the different communications of the 
system, the study will suppose a stage like that: 
 
 
Table 3. 1 Data about current stage 
 
 Radius 
(meters) 
Number SB Sample Time 
(seconds) 
Ring 1 3000 8 300 
Ring 2 5000 8  
Ring 3 10000 8  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 1 Current Stage 
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3.2 SB – UAV Commnication 
 
To know the communication capacity of this link is necessary know the total 
number of packets and the number the packets to send. 
To calculate the total numbers of packets to send there are some variables to 
consider like the overfly velocity, the maneuver over the sensor board and the 
coverage radius. 
Depending of the maneuver that does the UAV, the connection time will change 
directly. 
It will suppose two types of the maneuver. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 2 Maneuver 1 
 
 
Figure 3. 3 Maneuver 2 
 
 
If we consider the maneuver 1 we can approximate the total distance of overfly 
with the equation 3.3. 
 
   
     
 
       
 
 
(3.1) 
-Rt; the turning radius         -g; the gravity         -α; the warp angle  
 
                  
    
                    
 
(3.2) 
-Rc; Coverage radius   
-Enter distance: Is the distance corresponding at the red line in the Figure 3.2 
 
                                  (3.3) 
 
And with the maneuver 2 we can approximate the total distance for 1000 
meters. 
 
Finally we find the connection time with the equation 3.4. 
         
            
     
 (3.4) 
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Figure 3. 4 Connection Time in SB-UAV link communication 
 
 
With all these dates we can find the Window size of the link. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 5 Window size in SB-UAV link communication 
 
 
Now, to know if the window size is enough to send all data packets stored in 
sensor board, we have calculated the data size to send. 
Applying the equation 3.5, get the data size. 
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 (3.5) 
CT: Cadence time              fm: Sample time  
 
In the equation 3.6 there are inputs, like the overfly velocity, cruise velocity, the 
distances between different sensor board, and the maneuver that UAV does 
over each sensor board. 
 
                    
                    
         
 
 
(3.6) 
-distancecruise: Distance that UAV flies without communication with sensor boards. 
Cntime: Connection time  
 
 
Knowing the cadence time and the sample time is easy find the number of 
packets to send in each transmission. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 6 Cadence Time to overfly again the same SB 
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Figure 3. 7 Window Empty in SB-UAV link communication 
 
 
If we substrate the total number of packets to send in each window and the 
number of packets to send in each one, we see that the occupancy rate is 
between 1 and 0 %. 
 
As we can look at the graphs 3.7, the size of widow empty if very significant, 
with data of order of the thousands. These data are the number of packets that 
will rest in the window for send. 
 
 
3.3  UAV – Control Center Communication 
 
According with actuation protocol PENTA, the CECOP has all media at his 
disposal. The link to communicate UAV and the Control Center will be through 
of the mobile telephone network. Depending of the zone there will be one or 
more systems available. 
 
 
3.3.1 Communications systems  
 
3.3.1.1 GSM 
 
The GSM (Global System Mobile) is the second generation of analog cellular 
networks optimized for full duplex voice telephony. This technology is based 
with the FDMA/TDMA FDD technology. 
 
GSM system uses the frequency band from 915 to 980 MHz for uplink and the 
frequency band from 935 to 960 MHz for downlink and the typical transmission 
power for handhelds is limited of 33 dBm. 
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The codec voice used has a bit rate of 13 kbps, but depending of the base 
station load this bit rate can be of 6.5 kbps. 
 
 
3.3.1.2 EDGE 
 
EDGE (Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution) is the evolution of GPRS 
system, integrated in the GSM network, and provides us of transmission 
packets, and voice service. 
 
EDGE system uses, due to be based in GSM, the same frequency bands of 
GSM system. 
 
The bit rate in EDGE is variable depending of the distance between the mobile 
phone and the base station. In the nearer zones, where the level signal is 
better, the bit rate will be higher than in the more far away zones. 
It’s because, as you move away from the base station the bits dedicated to data 
control increase, subtracting bits for the useful data.   
 
In the table 3.2 there are the different bit rates in every one of the nine 
subzones of the each coverage area. (subzone 1 more far away, subzone 9 
nearer). 
 
 
Table 3. 2 EDGE Modulation and Coding Schemes 
 
Modulation and 
Coding Scheme 
Bit rate by 
time slot  
(kbps) 
Modulation 
MCS-1 8.8 GMSK 
MCS-2 11.2 GMSK 
MCS-3 14.8 GMSK 
MCS-4 17.6 GMSK 
MCS-5 22.4 8-PSK 
MCS-6 29.6 8-PSK 
MCS-7 44.8 8-PSK 
MCS-8 54.4 8-PSK 
MCS-9 59.2 8-PSK 
 
 
The typical bit rates in EDGE are around 70 and130 kbps. The system gets 
these bit rates using multislot. One user can uses until four slots, getting a 
theoretical bit rates around 200 kbps.  
 
 
3.3.1.3 UMTS 
 
UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System) is the third generation 
mobile cellular system for networks based on the GSM standard. This network 
to access to the environment use W-CDMA. 
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UMTS system uses the frequency band from 1920 to 1980 MHz for uplink and 
the frequency band from 2110 to 2170 MHz for downlink and the typical 
transmission power for handhelds is limited of 21 dBm. 
 
The typical bit rates in UMTS are between 200 and 300 kbps. Now, the 
commercial mobile networks can offers us bit rates quite higher that these, 
because UMTS system has evolved to HSPA and LTE. 
 
 
3.3.2 Flight Plan 
 
As shown at the graph 3.8, in function of the size file the transmission time will 
be different depending of the technology used. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 8 Time to transmit a flight plan in UAV-CC link communication 
 
 
3.3.3 Data Packets 
 
According with the initial stage, the number of data packets and the time to 
transmit them is shown at the graph 3.9 and 3.10. 
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Figure 3. 9 Total packets to send in UAV-CC link communication 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3. 10 Time to transmit the packets in UAV-CC link communication 
 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
 
In this study has taken theoretical data and has supposed the best conditions in 
each communication. So, theoretically all links are enough to transmit the data 
required. However, this study would have to be calculated again with real 
values to ensure the viability of each communication. 
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CHAPTER 4 - UAV 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
The UAV is the device that collects the data of the different Sensor Board and 
shares it with the UCD and Control Center. The UAV follow a flight plan to 
overfly the different devices and carry out the mission. 
 
Before to generate a flight plan, is necessary knows the UAV characteristics like 
his max. speed or his endurance. Knowing that, we will be able to adapt better 
the flight plan to the UAV required. 
 
In this study we consider a Sniper UAV by Alpha Unmanned Systems and his 
characteristics are the followings: 
 
PERFORMANCE 
Max. speed  150 km/h 
Endurance 2 -3 hrs. 
Ceiling 3.000 m 
 
DIMENSIONS 
Length 1.6 m 
Height 0.7 m 
Rotor diameter  1.8 m 
 
WEIGHT  
Max. take-off weight  14 kg 
Standard mission weight 11 kg 
Max Payload 4 kg 
 
The different uses of this type of UAV can be military or civil working with 
applications like fire assessment, search & rescue, agricultural and maritime 
applications, silent surveillance and reconnaissance, etc. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. 1Sniper UAV 
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4.2 Communications 
 
According with the figure 4.2, the UAV has to have different modules of 
communication to connect with the different devices. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. 2 Architecture of communication system 
 
 
The Xbee module is required to connect the UAV with the sensor boards and 
the user control device. The details of this technology are explained in the table 
4.1.  
 
 
Table 4. 1 Characteristics of XBee 802.15.4 
 
XBee 802.15.4 
Model Protocol Frequency TX power Sensibility Coverage 
XBee – 802.15.4 802.15.4 2.4 GHz 0 dBm -94 dBm 500 meters 
 
On the other hand, the UAV has to have access to the mobile network to send 
or receive the data required with Control Center. The characteristics of the most 
commons systems of mobile phones are explain at the table 4.2. 
 
 
 
 
 
4.3 Routine 
 
The UAV routine is shown in the figure 4.3. The main task of the UAV is flies in 
function of the indications of the flight plan loaded. While the UAV is fling 
checks is the current position correspond to a communication point or if it’s 
receiving a communication petition. 
Table 4. 2 Mobile network Systems characteristics 
 Technology Freq. Uplink Freq. Downlink TX Power 
GSM FDMA/TDMA 980-915 MHz 935-960 MHz 33 dBm  
EDGE FDMA/TDMA 980-915 MHz 935-960 MHz 33 dBm  
UMTS W-CDMA 1920-1980 MHz 2110-2170 MHz 21 dBm  
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A communication point is a region predefined where the UAV knows which will 
be the destination device such as a Sensor Board or the Control Center or 
UCD. 
 
The communication petitions can be sent by the UCD or by the Control Center. 
These petitions are used to establish communication to the UAV to load or 
download data. 
 
In every case, when the UAV establish communication with other device, the 
watchdog starts to run. The function of the watchdog is similar to the watchdog 
used in the microprocessors. The watchdog has a timer that is reset every time 
that UAV receives any data. 
 
The overflow level of the watchdog timer is a level programmed in function of 
the connection time estimated in the current sensor board. When the timer 
arrives to the overflow, the watchdog stops the communication thread, due to 
that the UAV has lost the communication.  
 
In both cases, in the communication point or communication petition, the UAV 
knows who is the destination, and continue executing the communication 
sequence corresponding. 
 
It should be noted that the UAV has to have enough memory to save all data 
transmitted to him. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. 3 UAV Routine 
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CHAPTER 5 - Sensor Board 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
Waspmote Board is based in a modular architecture. The idea is can connect 
on top of the board, the sensors modules required in each board, with the 
possibility of change and expand them as the needed. 
 
The different modules to integrate in Waspmote Board are:  
- ZigBee /802.15.4 (2.4GHz, 868MHz, 900MHz). Low and high power.  
- GSM/GPRS/3G (Quadband: 850MHz/900MHz/1800MHz/1900MHz)  
- GPS module 
- Sensor Boards   
-Memory module: SD Memory Card 
 
 
Table 5. 1 Waspmote Board Characteristics 
 
Waspmote electrical characteristics   
 Minimum voltage 3.3 V 
 Maximum voltage 4.2 V 
   
 ON 9 mA 
 Sleep 62 mA 
 Deep Sleep 62 mA 
 Hibernate 0.7 mA 
 
 
Table 5. 2 XBee characteristics 
 
XBee electrical characteristics   
 ON 50.36 mA 
 Sleep 0.1 mA 
 OFF 0 µA 
 Sending 49.56 mA 
 Receiving 50.26 mA 
 
 
Table 5. 3 GSM-GPRS/3G characteristics 
 
GSM-GPRS/3G electrical characteristics  
 OFF ~0 µA 
 Sleep ~1 mA 
 Connected ~100 mA 
 Calling ~100 mA 
 Receiving call ~100 mA 
 Transmitting GPRS ~100 mA 
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Figure 5. 1 Waspmote Board 
 
 
To do a prevision of the consumption is necessary know, obviously, the 
consumption of each sensor, and the frequency of sample of these, and how 
many times the UAV will overfly the Waspmote board, and then how many 
times Waspmote will have to use the module XBee. The consumption of the 
some modules are int the tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. 
 
For all of that, without real data about the consumption of different sensors and 
of the communication modules is difficult do a prevision of the consumption. 
 
 
Another utility of the Waspmote Board is the connection to SD Memory Card 
situated down of the board. Using it, can increase his capacity of store data  
 
The table 5.3 gives some idea about the storage of the Waspmote Board using 
Micro-SD Card, without take care of the supply. The prevision suppose the 
following parameters: 
 
 172 bytes by packet 
 Sample Time of 5 minutes 
 
 
Table 5. 4 Overflow memory prevision 
 
Micro-SB amount Packets Time to overflow memory 
512 MB 3121342 ≈ 29 years 
1 GB 6242685 ≈ 59 years 
2 GB 12485370 ≈ 118 years 
 
 
The conclusion is that the memory amount is not restrictive for this application. 
 
Also, Waspmote has integrated an accelerometer sensor on the top, and a 
temperature sensor in the back.  
 
The accelerometer sensor is LIS3LV02DL, and it indicates us of the changes of 
the board in the 3 axes. With this sensor is possible detect events like a freefall, 
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or changes of direction. Detect it, let us can wake up the board when it’s in 
freefall, or when there is a direction change execute a function associate in this 
event. 
 
The temperature sensor is DS3231SN, and it can measure a range from -40ºC 
to 85ºC with a resolution of 0.25ºC. The return is a value of 10 bits in two’s 
complement. This sensor is used to measure the board temperature and can 
compensate the oscillations of the crystal oscillator. 
 
 
 
5.2 Communications 
 
The technology used to transmit the data collected to the UAV is by XBee at 2.4 
GHz.  
 
Table 5. 5 XBee Characteristics 
 
Features*      
 Protocol Frequency Power tx Sensibility Range 
 802.15.4 2.4 GHz 0 dBm -94 dBm 500 meters 
* All these values are from Waspmote datasheet 
 
 
The Range is measured in a real environment with dipole antennas of 5 dBi of 
gain, in conditions of Line-of-sight. The XBee 802.15.4 has 16 channels with 5 
MHz of bandwidth each one, and bit rate of 250 kbps. This technology is 
certificate by ETSI. See figure 5.4. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 4 UAV - Sensor Board link in Line-of-Sight 
 
Figure 5. 2 Sensor Board 
 
Figure 5. 3 Radiation Board 
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The radiation pattern of the dipole antenna is omni-directional, something like 
the figure 5.5. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 5 Omni-directional diagram 
 
 
The cut of the Horizontal Plane is at ground level, but the UAV won’t be at 
ground level, it will be at 500 meters of high more or less. Then, the Horizontal 
plane diagram could be like the figure 5.6. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 6 Radiation pattern at 500 meters 
 
 
The dark area indicated in de figure 6.4, is where there would be no coverage 
due to the altitude UAV. To improve it, the sensor board could transmit with a 
directional antenna looking to the sky. Then, the radiation patters like the figure 
5.7. 
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Figure 5. 7 Directional diagram 
 
 
5.3 Routine 
 
In the figure 5.8 shows the routine to follow by Sensor Board. The main 
condition to change of task is if the sensor board receives a petition of 
communication. In this case, the main task is establish communication to 
answer de petition. At the same time the watchdog starts to run.  
 
The function of the watchdog is similar to the watchdog used in the 
microprocessors. The watchdog has a timer that is reset every time that sensor 
board receives any packet. 
 
The overflow level of the watchdog timer is a level programmed in function of 
the connection time estimated in the current sensor board. 
 
When the timer arrives to the overflow, the watchdog stops the communication 
thread, due to that the Sensor board has lost the communication. 
 
Once the petition has been answered the sensor board routine follows 
collecting new data. 
 
Is important consider the consumption of the communication module to prolong 
the life of battery. One option is maintain the module always in receiving mode 
but it will be bad for the battery. Another option would be maintain the 
communication module in sleep mode and wake up it when the UAV is near. 
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5.4 Sensors 
 
5.4.1 Radiation Board 
 
The radiation board is based in a Geiger-Müller tube, capable of detecting alpha 
and beta particles and rays gamma. The number of pulses emitted per second 
by the tube indicates the radiation intensity. However, this data not can relation 
with the radiation dose due to the tube does not discriminate between the 
different radiation energies. See table 5.4. 
 
 
Table 5. 6 Radiation Board Characteristics 
 
Tube Geiger-Müller J305ß   
 Radiation detected Beta, Gamma [β, γ] 
 Nominal Tension 350 V 
 Sensibility γ 108cpm / (μSv/h) 
 
 
Communication 
petition, recived? 
Collecting Data 
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Communication 
Send Packets 
Data Resend 
Process Data 
Close 
Communication 
WatchDog 
YES 
NO 
What amb I getting? 
Figure 5. 8 Process flux diagram 
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Figure 5. 9 Radiation sensor, Tube Geiger 
 
 
5.4.2 Gases Board 
 
The sensor board of Waspmote has been designed to monitoring the 
temperature, the moisture and until 14 different gases. The board permits the 
tension regulation for each sensor and his amplification. 
 
 
Table 5. 7 Sensor List of Sensor Board 
 
Sensors  
Carbon Dioxide – CO2   Toluene – C6H5CH3 
Methane – CH4 Hydrogen Sulfide– H2S 
Molecular hydrogen – H2 Nitrogen Dioxide– NO2 
Iso-Butane– C4H10 Ozone – O3   
Ethanol  – CH3CH2OH Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC's) 
moisture Temperature 
Molecular oxygen – O2 Carbon Monoxide – CO 
Ammonia – NH3 atmospheric pressure 
 
 
5.5 Energetic System 
 
Waspmote has more than one way to supply itself.  
 
 
5.5.1 USB 
 
The three ways of supply of  Waspmote from USB are:  
 
-Connection USB to PC  
-Connection USB to 220 V 
-Connection USB to Car connector  
 
The maximum voltage supplied by USB hasn't be higher than 5 V and 100 mA. 
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Figure 5. 10 USB Supply 
 
 
5.5.2 Battery 
 
The battery included in Waspmote is a battery of Li-Ion with a nominal tension 
of 3.7 V. This type of battery has some possibilities from 1150mA, 2300mA and 
6600mA Li-Ion re-chargeable and 13000mAH no chargeable. 
 
 
5.5.3 Solar cells 
 
The solar cell available for Waspmote must supply till 12 V with a maximum 
current of 280 mA.  
 
This way of supply can become very useful in some situations. 
 
 
 
Figure 5. 11 Solar supply 
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CHAPTER 6 - User Interface 
 
6.1 Interface Structure 
 
The User Interface lets to the control center implement this UAV application in 
anywhere. Their functions allow them create a new stage, modify it, obtain the 
collected data by UAV, send to UAV a new flight plan, among others. 
 
The structure of the interface shown in the figure 6.1 and their different parts are 
explained below. 
 
In the interface there are seven user controls, every one to controls one aspect 
of the system. 
 
The function of some User Control is sets and gets the parameters about the 
current stage such as the source point and the flight plan parameters. 
 
These User Controls are the followings: 
 
 Stage Control 
 SB Control 
 Flight Plan Control 
 Communication Control 
 Menu Bar Control 
 Tool Bar Control 
 Telemetry Control 
 
Also, there is a User Control that his function is about the functionality of the 
interface. 
 
 Layers Control 
 
All these User Controls are explained in their respective sections. 
 
All these User Controls are merged in the Main Window where there are all the 
variables and objects commons with all User Controls. 
 
Moreover, there are others secondary window like the Create Window, to create 
a new stage and the Manual way Window, to choose the flight plan waypoints 
manually. Both windows connected to Main Window. 
 
This way to work avoids duplicates of variables and objects and ensures that all 
User Controls work with the same dates. 
 
To end, there is the Window Data Control file, which is where there are all 
methods that work with the variables and objects commons of the current stage 
parameters. 
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6.1.1 Common Objects 
 
All common objects are saved, and shared with the other user controls, in the 
MainWindow and theses objects are the following: 
 
 Sensor Network 
 
The object name of Sensor Network is Sensenet and is composed with all data 
that has relation with the current stage. See figure 6.2. 
 
 
Figure 6. 1 Interface structure 
Stage Control SB Control 
Manual way 
Window 
Menu Control 
Flight Plan 
Control 
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UserControls 
Main Window 
Create Window 
ToolBar Control 
Others windows 
Window Data 
Control 
Communication 
Sequence 
Telemetry 
Control 
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The SourcePoint and ControlCenterPoint only save the position of these sites. 
 
The ListFixPoints saves the fix positions such as the SourcePoint and 
ControlCenterPoint. This list can save other fixes points like supply points, too. 
 
The ListRings saves the data of the different rings of the current stage. This 
data is the ring identifier, the number of sensor boards that contains, and the 
orientation from the North. 
 
The ListCommPoints saves the data about all positions where there is coverage 
from mobile phone network to transmit between UAV and Control Center. 
 
The ListAuxPoints saves the data about all positions where the Control Center 
consider that the UAV has to overfly. These points haven’t any function 
associated. 
 
Set of N FixPoints 
Set of N SensorRing 
Set of N CommPoints 
Set of N AuxPoints 
AuxPoints 
ListFixPoints 
Source Point 
SenseNet 
AuxPoints AuxPoints 
Control Center 
Point 
SensorRing 
ListRings 
SensorRing SensorRing 
CommPoint 
ListCommPoints 
CommPoint CommPoint 
AuxPoints 
ListAuxPoints 
AuxPoints AuxPoints 
Figure 6. 2 Structure Sensor Network object 
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 List Points 
 
This list contains all points that can be overflown by UAV. All these points can 
be sensor boards, communication points or auxiliary points. 
 
 
 List Active Points 
 
This list only contains the active points of ListPoints. Every object has a 
property of Active / Inactive that means if this point will be overflown by UAV or 
not. 
 
 
 List way 
 
This list contains the waypoints sorted that the UAV will fly. Moreover of the 
waypoints corresponding to the interest points, there are the waypoints where 
do the approximation to the point. 
 
 
 Flight Plan 
 
The Flight Plan object contains the following attributes: 
 
Overfly velocity: Is the velocity in m/s that will have the UAV when overflies any 
point in the ListActivePoints. 
 
Cruise velocity: Is the velocity in m/s that will have the UAV when flies from one 
point to the next without coverage. 
 
Overfly high: Is the high that will have the UAV to communicate with any point if 
it is required. 
 
Cruise high: Is the high that will have the UAV to fly from one point to the next. 
 
Approach 1: Is the distance in meters from the point, at which the UAV starts 
the fly down from the cruise high to overfly high. 
 
Approach 2: Is the distance in meters from the point, at which the UAV is 
already in the overfly high. 
 
First: Contain the waypoint which is the first of the flight plan 
 
Last: Contain the waypoint which is the last of the flight plan. 
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6.2 User Controls 
 
6.2.1 Menu Bar Control 
 
To start, up of the window there is the Menu Bar with one item named “Stage” 
that contains the following options: 
 
 Create Stage: This option let to the user creates a new stage, introducing 
the parameters about the planning zones, the communication points, the 
auxiliary points, among others. 
 
 Load Stage: This option the interface load a stage saved previously. 
 
 Save Stage: This option let the user saves the current stage. 
 
See figure 6.3. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 3 MenuBar 
 
 
6.2.2 Stage Tab 
 
As show the figure 6.4, in the stage tab, there are three different fields. 
 
 Up, the tab shows us information about the position of the source point 
and control center. 
 
 In the middle of the tab there is a TreeView where the user can find 
information about the rings, the communication points, the auxiliary 
points and the fixed points. 
 
 Down, the Tab shows us the information of the point selected in the 
TreeView. 
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Figure 6. 4 Stage Tab 
 
 
The information shown for each ring is the number of Sensor Board that 
contains it, the radius in meters and the orientation in degrees. Through this 
menu the user can modify these parameters and clicking “Upload” button. See 
figure 6.5. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 5 Information about one Ring 
 
 
The information shown for a communication point is the identifier 
communication point, the type of technology, the state, and the position. The 
user can modify any parameter and load it to the current stage clicking “Upload” 
button. See figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6. 6 Information about a communication point 
 
 
The information shown for an auxiliary point is the identifier auxiliary point, the 
state and the position. Again, the user can modify these parameters and load to 
the current stage clicking “Upload” button. See figure 6.7. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 7 Information about an auxiliary point 
 
 
Every time that the user clicks on “Update” button only loads the new 
parameters in the interface. Clicking this button doesn’t send any message to 
the Mission Manager in the UAV. 
 
 
6.2.3 SB Manager Tab 
 
As show the figure 6.8, in the SB Manager tab, there are two different fields. 
 
 Up of the tab there is a TreeView that through it the user can access to 
the information about any Sensor Board. 
 
 Down, the tab shows us the information about the Sensor Board selected 
in the TreeView. The dates shown are the identifier, the theoretical 
position, the real positions, if the Sensor Board is placed, the state. 
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Figure 6. 8 SB Manager Tab 
 
 
 Identifier: It shows the identifier of the Sensor Board selected in the 
TreeBiew. Is a static data, the user can’t modify it. 
 
 Theoretial poisition: It shows the theoretical position of the Sensor Board 
calculated by the interface. Again, the user can’t modify it. 
 
 Real position: If is necessary change the current position of the Sensor 
Board selected, the user can change it through of this field. 
 
 Placed: This indicator indicates if the Sensor Board is placed in the 
corresponding place or not. 
 
 State: This indicator indicates if the Sensor Board is active or inactive. 
The active state means that the Sensor Board is capable of collect data 
and establish communication with the devices that want it 
 
The modifications done in the tab won’t be loaded in the current stage until click 
the “Upload” button. 
 
Every time that the user clicks on “Update” button only loads the new 
parameters in the interface. Clicking this button doesn’t send any message to 
the Mission Manager in the UAV. 
 
 
6.2.4 Flight Plan Tab 
 
In the Flight Plan tab, the user can introduce or modify the different parameters 
about the flight plan. See figure 6.9. 
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 In the first field, the user can introduce the data to set the parameters of 
the flight plan. 
 
 In the second field shows the total distance of the flight plan, and the 
cadence time.  
 
The cadence time is the time that passed since the UAV miss the connection 
with one point and fly back, and recover the connection with the same point. 
 
 In the third field, would be where the user could choose the maneuvers 
of the flight plan. This field isn’t implemented in this version. 
 
 In the fourth field, the user can choose the algorithm to generate the 
flight plan.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 9 Flight Plan Tab 
 
 
The different parameters to set in this tab are explained below. 
 
 Overfly velocity: Is the velocity, in km/h, that UAV will fly when 
establishing communication with any point. 
 
 Cruise velocity: Is the velocity, in km/h, that UAV will fly when don’t be in 
communication range. 
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 Overfly high: Is the flight high, in meters, when UAV establishing 
communication with any point. 
 
 Cruise high: Is the flight high, in meters, when UAV don’t be in 
communication range 
 
 Approach1: Is the distance, in meters, to the communication point where 
the UAV starts the descending from the cruise high to overfly high.  
 
 Approach 2: Is the distance, in meters, to the communication point where 
the UAV is in overflies high. 
 
The figure 6.10 shows the meaning of the above variables. 
 
 
 
  Coverage Zone 
-A: Approach 1 -D: Cruise high / Cruise velocity 
-B: Approach 2 -C: Overfly high / Overfly velocity 
Figure 6. 10  UAV Vertical Path 
 
 
-Automatic way: The algorithm implemented in this option is an algorithm to 
solve the “travelling salesman problem”. 
 
-Manual way: Choosing this option, appears the form shown in the figure 6.11 
because the user makes the sequences of points of the flight plan. 
 
 
A B B A DEST SRC 
D 
C 
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Figure 6. 11 Manual way form 
 
 
Both algorithms are calculated only with the active points that correspond with 
the attribute State equal to true. 
 
Every time that the user clicks on “Update” button only loads the new 
parameters in the interface. Clicking this button doesn’t send any message to 
the Mission Manager in the UAV. 
 
 
6.2.5 Communication Tab 
 
In the Communication tab, the user can send the modifications of the flight plan 
parameters, and visualize the data received from the UAV. See figure 6.12 
 
 Up the tab, there is the field where the user can select the file with the 
modifications about the flight plan, and send him to the UAV. 
 
This file always will be the same by default. 
 
 In the middle of the tab, there is the field where the user can see the data 
received. It consists in a TreeView that shows the data collected by 
Sensor Boards. 
 
 Down the tab there is a field where the user can see the communication 
process. This field is like a terminal that shows the different steps of the 
current communication. 
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Figure 6. 12 Communication Tab 
 
 
Using this tab the user can update to the Mission Manager new parameters 
about the flight plan. These changes won’t be loaded as a current flight plan 
until that the Mission Monitor don’t receives the confirmation from Mission 
Manager. 
 
 
6.2.6 Current Status Bar 
 
The current status bar is situated under the menu bar, at the top of the window. 
This bar shows to the user a few parameters about the current mission. See 
figure 6.13.  
 
The parameters shown in this version are the Starting Point and Ending Point of 
the current flight plan, and the current status. 
 
The Current Status field shows the actual action of the UAV such us the track 
that it’s flying or the communication state with the different devices. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 13 Current Status Bar 
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6.2.7 Telemetry Bar 
 
At the bottom of the interface there is the telemetry bar. In this bar the user can 
look some information about UAV such as his position, the heading, the altitude, 
de IAS and VS. See figure 6.14. 
 
 Position: Indicates, in degrees Latitude/Longitude, the current position of 
the UAV. 
  
 Heading: Is the direction that the UAV's nose is pointing, shown in 
degrees. 
 
 Altitude: Indicates the current altitude of the UAV in foots. 
 
 Indicated Aerial Speed: Indicates the subtract between the wind’s speed 
and the UAV’s speed. 
 
 True Aerial Speed: Indicates the real wind’s speed. 
 
 Ground: Indicates the UAV’s speed from the ground. 
 
To visualize this speed, in the bar there is a button where the user can choose 
which speed wants show. 
 
 Vertical Speed: Indicates the vertical speed of the UAV. 
 
Velocity data in knots. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 14 Telemetry Bar 
 
6.2.8 Layers Control 
 
The interface contains some different layers to show the different elements of 
the current stage. Every element of each layer can be shown or hidden to 
improve the visibility of the stage. The interface uses the following layers: 
 
 Rings Layer 
 
 Sensor Board Layer 
 
 Communication Points Layer 
 
 Auxiliary Points Layer 
 
 Flight Plan Layer 
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In the interface the flight plan layer is duplicated, one shows the current flight 
plan and the other the flight plan where the user tests different options before to 
send the update message. 
 
To show the different elements, the MapControl use the symbols of the table 
6.1. 
 
 
Table 6. 1 Simbol List 
 
 Nuclear Plant 
 Control Center 
 Sensor Board Active 
 Sensor Board Inactive 
 Communication Point Active 
 Communication Point Inactive 
 Auxiliary Point Active 
 Auxiliary Point Inactive 
 
First Point of the current Flight Plan 
 
Last Point of the current Flight Plan 
 
First Point of the test Flight Plan 
 
Last Point of the test Flight Plan 
 Current Flight Plan Waypoint 
 Test Flight Plan Waypoint 
 
The MapControl can show until four different zones, and to show them, use the 
colors explained in the table 6.2 with a transparency level of the 50%. 
 
 
Table 6. 2 Color List of Planning Zones 
 
 Red First Nuclear Zone 
 Orange Second Nuclear Zone 
 Yellow Third Nuclear Zone 
 Green Fourth Nuclear Zone 
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When the user creates a new stage the Mission Monitor Interface is like the 
figure 6.15. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 15 Draw of the planning zones 
 
 
6.3 Using interface 
 
6.3.1 Create a new stage 
 
A simple stage consists in the planning zones configuration and the position of 
the source point and the control center. As show the figure 6.16, the user can 
introduce these data in the corresponding gaps. 
 
To configure each ring in the planning zones, the user has to introduce the 
radius, the number of sensor boards, and orientation of the ring. 
 
 Radius: It has to be introduced in meters, and the ring will be drawn from 
the source point introduced before. 
 
 Nº SB: The number of sensor board introduced will be drawn on the 
borderline of the ring with a regular distribution. 
 
 Orientation: It has to be introduced in degrees, and it indicates the 
deviation of the Sensor Board distribution from the North. 
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Figure 6. 16 Menu to create a new Stage 
 
 
Other data that can be introduced in the stage are the position of the 
communication points or the auxiliary points. 
 
The function of the communication points is indicates the region where there is 
coverage from the mobile phone network to establish the communication 
between UAV and Control Center. To put these points is necessary know where 
there is coverage of the mobile phone operator used. In the Annex 2 there are 
the coverage maps of Vodafone around Ascó. 
 
To introduce a new communication point the data required is the following: 
 
 Type: Is the technology available is the point. 
 State: Correspond if the point is active or inactive 
 Position: Are the coordinates in longitude and latitude introduced in 
degrees and decimal. 
 
See figure 6.17. 
 
The function of the auxiliary points is give to the stage a support point where the 
UAV can take-off to supply fuel, or load a new flight plan. The data required to 
introduce a new auxiliary point is the following: 
 
 State: Correspond if the point is active or inactive 
 Position: Are the coordinates in longitude and latitude introduced in 
degrees and decimal. 
 
See figure 6.18. 
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Figure 6. 17 Configuration of Communication Point Menu 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 18 Configuration of Auxiliary Point Menu 
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6.3.2 Load and Save a Stage 
 
The interface gives us the possibility of load a stage saved previously. A file 
with all data of the stage is load in the current interface to follow with the work. 
 
In the same way the interface gives us the option to saves the current stage to 
recover it later. 
 
 
6.3.3 Creating a flight plan 
 
To create a new flight plan there are some inputs that the user has to introduce.  
Using the Flight Plan Tab the user can test the different parameters 
configurations. 
 
The inputs required are the overfly velocity, cruise velocity, overfly high, cruise 
high, the approach1 and approach2, all these variables are explained in the 
section 6.2.4. 
 
For example, applying the parameters shown in the table 6.3, the user interface 
shows the figure 6.19. 
 
 
Table 6. 3 Flight Plan Parameters 
 
Overfly velocity 40 Km/h 
Cruise velocity 60 Km/h 
Overfly high 400 meters 
Cruise high 600 meters 
Approach1 1200 meters 
Approach2 600 meters 
First “Control Center” 
Last “placa35” 
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Figure 6. 19 Flight Plan test 
 
 
Applying these parameters in the flight plan field in the Flight Plan Tab, there 
are the total distance and the cadence time. The data shown in the flight plan 
field is in the table 6.4. 
 
 
Table 6. 4 Flight Plan field 
 
Total distance 294.32 Km 
Cadence time 4 hours 58 minutes 34 seconds 
 
 
Before to send the update message to the Mission Manager is important check 
this data. The user has to ensure that the UAV used has the performance 
required to execute the flight plan design.  
 
Every time that the user clicks on “Update” button only loads the new 
parameters in the interface. Clicking this button doesn’t send any message to 
the Mission Manager in the UAV. 
 
 
6.3.4 Communicating with Mission Monitor 
 
The Communication Tab let to the user send and receive data to the UAV. 
 
In receiving mode, is when the UAV send the data collected to the Mission 
Monitor. Automatically, when the communication module in the Mission Monitor 
receives packets, it starts the sequence to get the data. 
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Once the transmission has finished the interface loads the data received in the 
TreeView at the SB Data field. 
 
The figure 6.20 shows the end of any communication in receiving mode. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 20 Communication Tab in receiving mode 
 
 
In the same way, the user can transmit the new flight plan parameters using the 
Upload FP field. The user has to select the file that wants upload and click the 
send button. Then, in the Terminal field he will see the different steps of the 
communication. See figure 6.21. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6. 21 Communication Tab in tranmitting mode 
 
 
Once the Mission Monitor receives the confirmation of the update message 
shoe the current flight plan as show the figure 6.22. 
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Figure 6. 22 Flight Plan Uploaded 
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CHAPTER 7 - Data Management 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 
In every communication between two devices, always there are some common 
steps to follow like the establishment and close communication. The others 
steps have a little differences between them due to that each communication 
has their own data to transmit. 
 
 
7.2 Storage Data 
 
7.2.1 Sensor Board Storage 
 
The SB storage is composed for some field like the data control and the 
PacketList. 
 
In data control field there are the variables to ensure that all packets are 
received by the destination device. 
 
In the PacketList is where saves all the packets that will be sent when there is 
communication with another device. In the header field of the every packet, 
there is the additional information like the identifier of Sensor Board, the time 
stamp and the identifier packet. In the payload field there are the identifier 
sensor followed of their data. See figure 7.1. 
 
 
 
 
Header Payload 
Sensor Id. 
Time Stamp 
Pk. Id. 
CO2 
CH4 
O2 
Packet Packet 
PacketList 
Data Control 
SB Storage 
Set of N Packets 
Figure 7. 1 Sensor Board Storage 
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7.2.2 UAV Storage 
 
When UAV receives packets from any Sensor Board, reads the sensor board 
identifier analyzing the corresponding field in the packet. Depending of this 
identifier, the UAV puts the packets received in the corresponding storage, 
separating the packets by Sensor Board identifier. See Figure 7.2. 
 
The UAV storage is composed for the data control field and the SBStorageList 
field. 
 
In data control field there are the variables to ensure that all packets are 
received by the destination device. 
 
The SBStorageList is composed of SB Storage, explained in figure 7.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
See section 7.6 to know more about the utility of this additional data. 
 
 
7.2.3  Control Center Storage 
 
The information that contains the Control Center is similar that contains the 
storage of the UAV. 
 
Basically is a SBStorageList, that each list contents the packets of the Sensor 
Board in question. All these data can be consulted through the user interface. 
See figure 7.3. 
SB Storage 
SBStorageList 
Data Control 
UAV Storage 
Set of N SB 
SB Storage SB Storage 
Figure 7. 2 UAV Storage 
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7.3 Packets 
 
The packets used in the system have to be capable of let the correct 
communication in the links shown in the figure 2.1. 
 
The communication links are the followings: 
 
 SB-UAV 
 SB-UCD 
 UAV-UCD 
 UAV-CC 
 CC-UAV 
 
 
7.3.1 Packet Format 
 
All packets used in this system share the same structure. At the start of any 
packet there is the DLE byte and at the end there are, again, the DLE and ETX 
bytes, 0x10 and 0x03 respectively. 
 
The useful information will be between these bytes, and with the information 
byte the CRC will be calculated. The CRC are 4 bytes at the end of the useful 
information and before that DLE, ETX. 
 
Moreover, in every packet there is the destination address and source address, 
before of payload. See figure 7.4. 
 
 
Set of N SB 
Storage 
SB 
Storage 
SB 
Storage 
SB 
Storage 
CPU 
Communication 
module 
User Interface 
Figure 7. 3 Control Center Storage 
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For each link of the system shown in figure 2.1 correspond a destination 
address and source address. The different identifiers for every device are 
described in table 7.1. 
 
 
Table 7. 1 Device Prefixes 
 
Device Identifier Bytes 
UAV UAV 6 
Control Center COC 6 
Sensor Board SB’X’ 6 
User Control Device UCD 6 
 
 
7.3.2 Types 
 
‘Q’ Packets 
 
The function of the package Q is to start establishing communication. The 
device that wants initiate communication starts to send this package. 
Depending of the source device and the destination device, this packet will be 
different. 
 
If the link communication is between UAV and any Sensor Board, the beginner 
of the communication is the UAV, and in this packet it sends the packet 
identifier of the last packet confirmed by the UAV. See Figure 7.5. 
 
If the link is between UAV and Control Center, the beginner of the 
communication is the UAV again, and in this packet it sends the number of  
Sensor Boards that UAV has information. See Figure 7.6.  
 
In the opposite sense, the Control Center can refresh the Flight Plan sending it 
to the UAV. If the beginner of the communication is the Control Center the Q 
packet will be as show in the Figure 7.7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 bytes 
‘Q’ 
2 bytes 2 bytes 
‘Q’ Nº SB 
2 bytes 2 bytes 
‘Q’ Id. Pk 
DLE Dest. Add Src. Add Payload CRC DLE ETX 
1 byte 4 bytes 1 byte 1 byte 
Figure 7. 4 Packets Format 
Figure 7. 5 Payload from UAV to SB Figure 7. 6 Payload from UAV to 
CC 
Figure 7. 7 Payload to UAV 
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‘A’ Packets 
 
This type of packet is used only in the communication between UAV and 
Sensor Board. This packet is sent by Sensor Board and indicates to the UAV 
two things. One, that the Sensor Board has received the Q packet, so the 
communication is possible and the second that in this packet the Sensor Board 
sends the most current packet identifier that it will send to the UAV. See Figure 
7.8 
 
 
 
 
 
‘P’ Packets 
 
The P packets contain the data collected by Sensor Boards. These packets are 
composed for the header and the payload. See Figure 7.9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Header contains the following data: 
 
 -Sensor Board Identifier: Is a number associated to the Sensor Board. 
 -Packet Identifier: Is a number associated to the packet. 
 -Time Stamp: Is the time (hh/mm/ss) that indicates when has been taken 
the data. See Figure 7.10. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Data Payload contains the following data: 
 
 -Sensor Identifier: Are three characters alphanumeric associated a one 
sensor. 
 -Data: Is the data collected by the sensor. 
 
See Figure 7.11. 
 
data 
3 byte 8 bytes 
Identifier Sensor 
1 byte 1 bytes 4 bytes 
Id. SB Id. Pk. Time Stamp 
2 byte 5 bytes 165 bytes 
‘P’ Header Data Payload 
2 bytes 2 bytes 
‘A’ Id. Pk 
Figure 7. 8 Payload of 'A' packets 
Figure 7. 9 Payload of 'P' packets 
Figure 7. 10 ‘P’ Header field 
Figure 7. 11 Format of the each sensor 
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‘H’ Packets 
 
These packets are used in the link UAV-CC and it contains the variables to 
detect lost packets in the transmission. See figure 6.12. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All variables used in H packet will be explained in section 7.6. 
 
‘FP’ Packets 
 
This packet is used for transmit the modifications of flight plan from Control 
Center to UAV. In the Flight Plan field, there are all parameters required for the 
flight plan file. See Figure 7.13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 ‘DR’ Packets 
 
The DR packets contain the identifier packets that a source device wants that 
the destination device resend to him. See Figure 7.14. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
All variables used in DR packet will be explained in section 7.6. 
 
 
‘R’, ‘L, ‘N’, ‘C’, ‘F’ Packets 
 
All these types of packets share that they don’t contain useful information. Their 
function is explained below. 
 
-‘R’ packets: In the link UAV-SB, the UAV sends an R packet to indicate to 
Sensor Board that the UAV is ready to receive new data. 
 
2 byte 2 bytes 2 bytes 
‘D’ Id. SB Max Min Id. Lost pk. 
2 bytes 
2 byte 
‘FP’ Flight Plan File 
2 byte 5 bytes 4 bytes 
‘H’ Id. SB SBConfirmed CCMaximum CCEnd SBMaximum 
4 bytes 4 bytes 4 bytes 
Figure 7. 12 H packet 
Figure 7. 13 FP packet 
Figure 7. 14 DR packet 
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-‘L’ packets: In the link UAV-SB the Sensor Board sends repeatedly the L 
packet to indicate to UAV that the Sensor Board has finished sending data. 
 
-‘N’ packets: Are very similar at L packets but in the link UAV-CC. When the 
Control Center has received correctly all data of one Sensor Board, sends N 
packet to indicate at UAV that he can follow with the next SB Storage. 
 
-‘C’ packets: These packets are used to close communication in the links UAV-
SB. 
 
-‘F’ packets: In the same way of the C packets, the F packets close the 
communication in the links UAV-CC. See all these packets in Figure 7.15. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7.4 Communication Steps 
 
7.4.1 Establishment of Communication 
 
Depending who is the receiver, the data sent in the establish communication is 
different.  
 
In the case that the UAV begins the establishment communication with any 
Sensor Board, it begins the process sending repeatedly the ‘Q’ packets. In this 
message is sending the packet identifier, from which the sensor board will begin 
to transmit. 
 
When Sensor Board sends repeatedly ‘A’ packets, in it sends the most current 
packet identifier.  
 
In this point both devices have received and send these packets, the 
communications is available. The UAV sends repeatedly ‘R’ packets to indicate 
that the UAV’s ready to receive data. 
 
Another case is if the UAV begins the establishment communication with the 
Control Center, it begins the process sending repeatedly Q packets, sending 
number of Sensor Boards that the UAV will transmit. 
And if is the Control Center is who begins the establishment communication, 
start the process sending Q packets without additional information. 
 
 
7.4.2 Data Transfer 
 
In all data transfer steps, first send the data required, and when has finished, 
later send an ‘L’ packet to indicate that the data transfer has finished. 
2 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes 2 bytes 
‘R’ ‘L’ ‘N’ ‘C’ ‘F’ 
Figure 7. 15 Payload of the different packets 
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If there is more data to transfer, for example if in the communication has lost 
packets, the receiver device indicates to the sender device that resends the lost 
packets.  
 
 
7.4.3 Data Management 
 
In this point, the device stores all received packets and process the data 
received to know if there is any packet lost. 
 
After of the process, if the packet identifier, sent in ‘Q’ message, is the same of 
the most current packet, there aren’t packets lost. And in the opposite case, if 
there are packets lost, then will process the data resend message. 
 
 
7.4.4 Data Resend 
 
To do the Data Resend message, the receiver device, search the lost packets 
and make the packet.  
 
 
7.4.5 Close Communication 
 
To finish, the last step is close the communication. To do that, the device sends 
a ‘C’ or ‘F’ to ‘Close’ and the sequence of communication is finished. 
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7.5 Communication Links 
 
7.5.1 UAV-SB 
 
Who start the communication is the UAV, and starts sending repeatedly Q 
packets; wait to receive the A packets and get the most current identifier packet, 
and then the UAV send repeatedly an R packet until receive the first P packet. 
Then there is the data transfer. While the UAV doesn’t receive an L packet the 
sensor board will be sending data packets, so the UAV will save them. 
 
Once the UAV receives an L packet, it checks if it has received all data packets 
in data management step. Based with the data control variables, sent in 
establishment communication steps, the UAV can know if it has received all the 
data packets. 
 
If all data packets have been received, the UAV will send a C packet to close 
communication. In the opposite case, the UAV will generate a DR packet and 
will come back to the data transfer step. 
 
The sequence to follow in this link is shown in the Table 7.2. 
 
 
Table 7. 2 UAV-SB Sequence 
 
1.Establish 
communication 
UAV Sensor Board 
 Send ‘Q’   
   Receive ‘Q’ 
  Send ‘A’  
Receive ‘A’    
 Send ‘R’   
   Receive ‘R’ 
2.Data transfer 
  Send ‘P’  
Receive ‘P’  Send ‘P’  
Receive ‘P’  Send ‘P’  
Receive ‘P’  Send ‘P’  
Receive ‘P’  Send ‘L’  
Receive ‘L’    
 Data Management   
3.Data Resend 
 Send ‘DR’   
   Receive ‘DR’ 
4.Close 
communication 
 Send ’C’   
   Receive ‘C’ 
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7.5.2 UAV-CC 
 
The initiator of the communication is the UAV, and starts sending repeatedly Q 
packets including the number of sensors that it will send; wait to receive the R 
packets to start to send the data collected. 
 
Once the UAV has finished of transmits the data packets of the first sensor, 
send repeatedly L packets. 
 
The Control Center checks if there are lost packets in data Management step, 
and decides if data resend is required or not. 
 
If the data control is required, then the control center will send a data resend. If 
there aren’t lost packets, will send N packet to indicate to the UAV that it can 
send de data collected of the next sensor. 
 
When the Control Center receives an F packet, the communication sequence is 
finished. 
 
The sequence to transmit the data collected from UAV to CC is shown in the 
Table 7.3. 
 
Table 7. 3 UAV-CC Sequence 
 
1.Establish 
communication 
UAV Control Center 
 Send ‘Q’   
   Receive ‘Q’ 
  Send ‘R’  
Receive ‘R’    
2.Data Transfer 
 Send ‘H’   
 Send ‘P’  Receive ‘H’ 
 Send ‘P’  Receive ‘P’ 
 Send ‘P’  Receive ‘P’ 
 Send ‘L’  Receive ‘P’ 
   Receive ‘L’ 
  Data Management 
3.Data Resend 
   Send ‘DR’  
     Receive ‘DR’    
4.Next 
  Send ‘N’  
     Receive ‘N’    
5.Close 
communication 
 Send ’F’   
   Receive ‘F’ 
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7.5.3 CC-UAV 
 
The sequence to transmit the new flight plan from CC to UAV is shown in the 
Table 7.4. The initiator of the communication is the CC, and starts sending 
repeatedly Q, wait to receive the R packets to start to send the new flight plan. 
 
When the CC receives the R packet, start to send the flight. 
 
If the UAV doesn’t receive correctly the flight plan, sends a Data Resend, if not 
sends an F packet to finish the communication. 
 
 
Table 7. 4 CC-UAV Sequence 
 
1.Establish 
communication 
Control Center UAV 
 Send ‘Q’   
   Receive ‘Q’ 
  Send ‘R’  
Receive ‘R’    
2.Data Tranfer 
 Send ‘FP’   
   Receive ‘FP’ 
3.Data Resend 
  Send ‘DR’  
Receive ‘DR’    
5.Close 
communication 
  Send ‘F’  
Receive ‘F’    
 
 
7.6 Data Control 
 
The data control process is based in retransmissions between both devices, 
checking in every data transfer step the identifiers packets received.  
 
In every transmission, in the establish communication step, there are the 
transmission of the data that will let to the system detect and get the lost 
packets. 
 
In one hand of the communication, one device sends to the other the identifier 
packet that it’s will start to transmit, and in the other hand, the other device 
sends the most current identifier packet, indicating the range of the packets that 
it will receive.  
 
Every time that any list of any object has to transmit, there are these variables 
to do the data control. 
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 Variables of the information sender: 
 
-Maximum: This variable saves the data sent in the Q packet, the most current 
identifier packet. 
 
-Max: This variable saves the identifier packet received highest, received in the 
data transfer step. 
 
-Min: This variable saves the identifier packet received lowest, received in the 
data transfer step. 
 
-Confirmed: This variable saves the identifier packet that indicates that all 
packets earlier have been received correctly. 
 
 Variables of the receiver of the information: 
 
-MCIP: Most Current Identifier Packet. 
 
-End: This variable saves the identifier packet to stop to send. 
 
-Rxmax: This variable saves the higher identifier packet received by the initiator 
of the transmission. This data is sent in the data resend packet. 
 
-Rxmin: This variable saves the lowest identifier packet received by the initiator 
of the transmission. 
 
7.6.1 UAV-SB 
 
Before to explain the data control in this link is necessary know how works the 
Sensor Board. 
 
When the Sensor Board is in collecting mode (without communication), all data 
collected is added in a PacketList. When the Sensor Board transmits data 
packets, these are from this List. Figure 7.16. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In transmitting mode in data transfer step, just before of send a data packet, the 
system adds the identifier packet in another list. In this list is saved only the 
identifier packets that are been sent in the current data transfer step. The sense 
of the transmission is from the MCIP to End Figure 7.17. 
 
 
 
 
50 49 48 ······ 2 1 0 … … 
PK0 PK1 PK2 ······ PK48 PK49 PK50 PK… PK… 
Figure 7. 16 PacketList in Sensor Board 
Figure 7. 17 IdentifierPacketList in Sensor Board 
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At the Sensor Board there will be the vector of the figures 7.16 and 7.17. The 
table 7.5 shows the establishment communication step. 
 
 
Table 7. 5 Control in Establishment Communication step 
 
UAV Sensor Board 
SBMaximum 0 
  
MCIP 1 50 
Max 0 End 0 
Min 0 Rxmax 0 
SBConfirmed -1 Rxmin 0 
 Send ‘Q’ + Confirmed    
  Receive ‘Q’ End 0 
  Send ‘A’ + MCIP   
SBMaximum 50 Receive ‘A’    
 Send ‘R’   
  Receive ‘R’  
SBMaximum 50 
  
MCIP 1 50 
Max 0 End 0 
Min 0 Rxmax 0 
SBConfirmed -1 Rxmin 0 
1MCIP: Most Current Identifier Packet 
 
 
In this point of the communication the UAV knows how many packets the 
sensor board will send, and the sensor board knows since which packet has to 
start to send.  
 
In the next step the sensor board sends all packets since the MCIP packet to 
Confirmed. In this transmission can have errors and lost packets, so we 
consider that the packets received by UAV will be of the figure 7.18. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Figure 7.18 means that the UAV has received the packets range from 40 to 
27, from 25 to 20, from 16 to 9 and from 7 to 2, so the other packets has been 
lost. 
 
The table 7.6 shows the data transfer step. 
 
 
40-27 25-20 15-9 7-2 
Figure 7. 18 Packets received by UAV 
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Table 7. 6 Control in Data transfer step 
 
UAV Sensor Board 
SBMaximum 50 
  
MCIP 1 50 
Max 0 End 0 
Min 0 Rxmax 0 
SBConfirmed -1 Rxmin 0 
  Send ‘P’ 
 
 
Receive ‘P’ Send ‘P’ 
Receive ‘P’ Send ‘P’ 
Receive ‘P’ Send ‘P’   
Receive ‘P’ Send ‘L’  
 Receive ‘L’   
SBMaximum 50 
  
MCIP 1 50 
Max 40 End 0 
Min 2 Rxmax 0 
SBConfirmed -1 Rxmin 0 
1MCIP: Most Current Identifier Packet 
 
Once the UAV has received the L packet, it starts the data management 
process to check if there are or not lost packets. 
 
The routine of the Data Management process is shown in the Figure 7.19. 
 
 
 
 
 
Firstly, when UAV receives data packets, theses are saved in bufferGas and 
later these data packets are inserted in ListGas to check if there are all packets. 
Once in ListGas there are all packets received, these are sorted by identifier 
packet and refresh the confirmed variable.  
bufferGas->ListGas 
Sort by id.pk 
Refresh Confirmed 
Data Resed Required Close communication 
YES 
NO 
Confirmed==Maximum 
Figure 7. 19 Data Management Process 
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The variable confirmed will be increase while the packets are consecutive. 
When there is a break packet in ListGas, the variable confirmed keeps the last 
data. 
 
Then the confirmed and maximum variables are compared. If both variables are 
equal, it means that the UAV has received all packets without errors, and the 
next step is Close communication. If not, it means that in the data transfer step 
there are had lost packets, so the data resend is required. 
 
The sequence to do the data resend packet is shown in figure 7.20. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Firstly, the code goes all ListGas to find the lost packets, and all these 
identifiers are added in another list. 
 
Later start the compression data process. This is applied when there are more 
than 3 lost packets consecutive. When occurs it, the compression consist in put 
an ‘R’ in the data resend packet, indicating that the next two data are the start 
and end of a range. figure 7.21. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally, following the format of data resend packet, make the packet and send it. 
 
Following the example, if UAV receives the packets shown in the figure 7.18, 
the data resend packet will be as show the figure 7.22. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When the UAV has done the data resend packet, sends him. See table 7.7. 
 
 
 D X 40 2 26 R 19 16 8 
10 9 8 7 6 5 R 5 10 
Search lost packets 
Compress data 
Make DR packet 
Figure 7. 20 Data Resend Process 
Figure 7. 21 Compress Data step 
Figure 7. 22 Data Resend packet 
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Table 7. 7 Data Control in Data Resend step 
 
UAV Sensor Board 
SBMaximum 50 
  
MCIP 1 50 
Max 40 End 0 
Min 2 Rxmax 0 
SBConfirmed -1 Rxmin 0 
 
Send ‘DR’   
 
 Receive ‘DR’ 
SBMaximum 50 
  
MCIP 1 50 
Max 40 End 0 
Min 2 Rxmax 40 
SBConfirmed -1 Rxmin 2 
1MCIP: Most Current Identifier Packet 
 
 
Now, is the sensor board turn. It has to read the data resend packet to know 
which packets has to resend. 
 
Remember that sensor board, when it sends the data packets in data transfer 
step, has loaded the IdentifierPacketList. 
 
When sensor board reads the data resend packet, deletes all identifiers of the 
IdentifierPacketList that not appears in this packet.  
 
Following the example, the IdentifierPacketList will become as show in the 
figure 7.23. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Again, the data packets required are sent to UAV, refreshing the Max, Min and 
confirmed variables. See table 7.8. 
 
This time, we suppose that there aren’t errors during the transmission, so the 
Maximum and Confirmed will be equal, and it means that the UAV has received 
all the data packets. 
 
 
 
50 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 26 19 18 17 16 
8 1 0 
Figure 7. 23 IdentifierPacketList at the end of the process 
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Table 7. 8 Second Data Transfer step 
 
UAV Sensor Board 
SBMaximum 50 
  
MCIP 1 50 
Max 40
0 
End 0 
Min 2 Rxmax 40 
SBConfirmed -1 Rxmin 2 
    Send ‘P’ 
   
 
 
Receive ‘P’   Send ‘P’ 
 
Receive ‘P’   Send ‘P’ 
 
Receive ‘P’   Send ‘P’ 
 
  
Receive ‘P’   Send ‘L’ 
 
 
 Receive ‘L’   
SBMaximum 50 
  
MCIP 1 50 
Max 50 End 0 
Min 0 Rxmax 40 
SBConfirmed 50 Rxmin 2 
1MCIP: Most Current Identifier Packet 
 
 
To finish the transmission the UAV sends 10 times the ‘C’ packet, and reset the 
Maximum, Max and Min variables. In the same way the sensor board reset the 
Rxmax and Rxmin variables. See table 7.9. 
 
 
Table 7. 9 Close Communication Step 
 
UAV Sensor Board 
SBMaximum 50 
  
MCIP 1 50 
Max 50 End 0 
Min 0 Rxmax 40 
SBConfirmed 50 Rxmin 2 
 Send ‘C’   
 
  Receive ‘C’ 
SBMaximum - 
  
MCIP 1 50 
Max - End 0 
Min - Rxmax - 
SBConfirmed 50 Rxmin - 
1MCIP: Most Current Identifier Packet 
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Note that the confirmed variable keeps this data. In the next iteration when the 
UAV starts the communication sequence in the ‘Q’ packets will send the data of 
the confirmed variable. Again, the Sensor Board will send the MCIP and all the 
steps of the communication sequence will be in the same way that in this 
example. 
 
 
7.6.2  UAV-CC 
 
To show how works the data control in this link we will follow the example 
shown in the figure 7.24.  
 
In this example we suppose that the UAV has received data from 3 sensors 
boards and for each sensor has received different data and different number of 
packets. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As every communication, the first step is the establishment communication 
step, but in the case where the UAV transmit the data packets collected to 
Control Center, in the first step the variables of data control such as Maximum 
or Confirmed aren’t sent. 
In this transmission the establishment communication step is only to check that 
the communication is possible. The UAV sends a Q packet and when it receives 
an R packet, it means that Control Center has received the Q packet. So in this 
point, the communication is ready. See table 7.10. 
 
 
Table 7. 10 Data Control in Establishment Communication step 
 
UAV Control Center 
 Send ‘Q’    
  Receive ‘Q’   
  Send ‘R’    
 Receive ‘R’    
 
 
SB2 20 21 22 25 26 27 28 30 31 32 33 34 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
0 SB1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
SB3 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Figure 7. 24 Data collected by UAV 
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Due to that in this transmission will be sent more than one list of data packets 
the data control variables will be different for each list, so every time that the 
UAV transmits a list of packets, before will send a H packet where there will be 
the data control variables of the packet list corresponding.  
 
In this link the control data has some aspects to consider. When UAV sends the 
data packets, it can’t use the packet identifier because can be that the UAV 
hasn’t all the packets consecutive, like SB2. The different ListGas packets can 
haven’t the same length, and the first identifier packet can start since any 
number. 
 
For all of that, the way to send the data packets in UAV-CC link is using 
something similar to a tunneling of identifiers. The data packet for control center 
will consider every data packet like a payload, and in the header field will have a 
secondary identifier packet (a little number in figure 7.24). The new packet to 
send is like the figure 7.25. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The UAV starts to send data packets to control center using the H packet.  
 
Following the H packet scheme of the figure 7.12, the data corresponding to the 
different field is explained below. 
 
 CCMaximum: This data correspond to the MCIP of the secondary 
identifier. 
 
 CCEnd: This data correspond to the End, the lowest secondary identifier. 
 
 SBMaximum: This data correspond to the SBMaximum of the current 
PacketList in transmission. 
 
 SBConfirmed: This data correspond to the SBConfirmed of the current 
PacketList in transmission. 
 
Strictly, the data control is only the CCMaximum, and the CCReceived. The 
SBMaximum and SBConfirmed fields are because the Control Center knows 
the amount of packets in every Sensor Board. 
 
Also, analyzing the SBMaximum and SBConfirmed the Control Center can intuit 
if the communication is good or bad. If both variables have the same data 
means that the UAV has received all possible packets. If it’s not the case, the 
communication with this particular Sensor Board needs some revision.  
 
2 byte 2 bytes 171 bytes 
‘P’ CC Id. Pk. SB Packet 
Figure 7. 25 Control Center Data Packet 
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Table 7. 11 SB1 Data Transfer step 
 
UAV Control Center 
Sending SB1:   
Sensor: 1 
  
Sensor - 
MCIP 13 CCMaximum - 
End 0 Max - 
  Min - 
  CCConfirmed - 
 
Send ‘H’   
 
Send ‘P’  Receive ‘H’ 
Send ‘P’  Receive ‘P’ 
Send ‘L’  Receive ‘P’ 
 Receive ‘L’ 
Sensor 1 
 
Sensor 1 
MCIP 13 CCMaximum 13 
End -1 Max 13 
  Min 0 
  CCConfirmed 13 
 
 
In this example we don’t suppose errors, but if in the transmission occurs errors, 
the way to solve them is equal than in the sensor board transmission example.  
 
If in the transmission is free of errors, the Control Center will send an N packet 
as show the table 7.12. 
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Table 7. 12 Next step 
 
UAV Control Center 
Sending SB1:   
Sensor: 1 
  
Sensor 1 
MCIP 13 CCMaximum 13 
End 0 Max 13 
  Min 0 
  CCConfirmed 13 
 
 Send  ‘N’ 
 
Receive ‘N’  
Sensor 2 
 
Sensor - 
MCIP 11 CCMaximum - 
End 0 Max - 
  Min - 
  CCConfirmed - 
 
The data collected transmission will follow all the process until that the Control 
Center send the N packet, indicating that it has received correctly the data, and 
the UAV answers with an F packet, because no there is more data collected to 
send. See table 7.15. 
 
Table 7. 13 Finish step 
 
UAV Control Center 
Sending SB3:   
Sensor: 3 
  
Sensor 3 
MCIP 12 CCMaximum 12 
End 0 Max 12 
  Min 0 
  CCConfirmed 12 
 
Send ‘F’   
 
  Receive ‘F’ 
Sensor - 
 
Sensor - 
MCIP - CCMaximum - 
End - Max - 
  Min - 
  CCConfirmed - 
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Once the UAV sends de ‘F’ packet to finish the communication, reset all control 
variables and follow, again, the flight plan. 
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CHAPTER 8 - Conclusions 
 
The use of the UAV in the radiological incidents explained in this project can 
greatly improve the management in these situations.  
 
Is important consider the performance of the available UAV to know if is 
possible that it fly in the current stage. Depending of the situation could be 
better use an airplane in stages very large, where the cruise time is very crucial.  
 
The opposite case, in small stage a helicopter would work better because of 
that the distances are smaller. 
 
Also is important consider that the system need a maintenance. The sensor 
boards and the UAV need a supply, and these are a aspects very important to 
carry out the mission. 
 
In the design of the systems, was taken into account the energy efficiency. In 
the communications, the different devices use the sleep mode to prolog the 
battery life. 
 
The algorithm to calculate the flight plan is an algorithm that searches the 
optimal way to overfly all active points, saving fuel and time of operation. 
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